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SPONSORSHIP
The International Conference on Information Fusion is the premier forum for interchange of the latest 
research in data and information fusion, and its impacts on our society. The conference is held over four 
days and brings together around 500 researchers and practitioners from academia and industry to report 
on the latest scientific and technical advances and applications in information fusion.

We are delighted to provide you with sponsorship opportunities at this important event. You will get 
access to international experts as well as young researchers and those involved in the latest research.

The 21st FUSION conference will be held in Cambridge, United Kingdom, at the Department of Engineering, 
University of Cambridge, located near the centre of this historic and ancient university town.

SPONSORING OPPORTUNITIES
We offer various ways to become a part of FUSION 2018. If you decide to help directly with funding  the 
conference, you can benefit from different levels of benefits and conference visibility, depending on your 
level of contribution. The various options are summarized in the following table. We are also open to 
discussing your specific requirements, for example funding of particular prizes or conference topics, etc.

Platinum 
Benefits

Call for 
Papers

Display 
Space Banner Website Conference 

Programme Commitment

Platinum Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes £15,000
Gold No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes £10,000
Silver No No No Yes Yes Yes £3,000
Bronze No No No Yes Yes Yes £1,000

Further detailed information is available on the website, and fees for conference attendance will be 
available in due course.

CONTACT US
We look forward to working with you.  To discuss your involvement in the conference, please contact 
the Conference Chair, Professor Simon Godsill, email: sjg@eng.cam.ac.uk or Mrs Jo Griffiths, email 
jo.griffiths@eng.cam.ac.uk.

www.fusion2018.org




